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VIème Jeux 
de la Francophonie

The opening Ceremony of Les VIemes Jeux de la Francophonie was a 
spectacular show of dance, song and music performed by lebanese 
Artists under the supervision of the famous French Company 
“Market Place” for whom MCE GROUP was the lebanese partner.  
Months of preparations preceded the successful show in which no 
efforts from all parties involved were spared. The show celebrated 
the Lebanese History and stressed on the values guarded by the 
Francophone such as Solidarity, Diversity and Excellence.   

Our TOP NOTCH EVENT



Lebanon 
International 
Petroleum Exploration 
ForumLIPE

Organized under the patronage of the Ministry of Energy & Water, 
LIPE FORUM is a resounding success each year gathering around 
300 delegates participants from 30 different countries. 
Over two years, the show has established itself firmly on the 
petroleum event calendar. 

LIPE FORUM  offers a unique platform to network and meet with 
Geoscientists, engineers and experts from National and Interna-
tional Oil Companies, Research and Academic Institutes, as well as 
consultants and witness significant developments in the frontier 
Levantine Basin petroleum province. 

LEBANON  INTERNATIONAL
PETROLEUM EXPLORATION





BEIRUT 
ENERGY FORUM 

BEIRUT ENERGY FORUM

Under the patronage of H.E. Eng. Arthur Nazarian, Minister of 
Energy and Water, the Beirut Energy Forum was held with the 
support of the Ministry of Energy & Water, the Ministry of Indus-
try, the League of Arab States, the European Union, the United 
Nations Development Program, ESCWA, the Lebanon Oil Installa-
tions, the Chamber of Commerce , Industry and Agriculture of 
Beirut and Mount Lebanon, the Association of Lebanese Industri-
alists, GIZ and Support Programme for infrastructure Sector 
Strategies and Alternative Financing. 

For five consecutive years, the Beirut Energy Forum has come to 
play the important role of offering a national and regional platform 
for energy experts and professionals from the public and the 
private sector to meet, discuss, and develop the sustainability 
sector in Lebanon. Beirut Energy Forum  is a milestone in drawing 
the future of renewable energy and energy efficiency in Lebanon. 

The event regroups each year around 850 delegates from 
Lebanon, the Arab World, and Europe and covers interesting and 
up to date topics related to the Renewable energy, energy 
efficiency and sustainability fields.
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MEDHEALTH
Simultaneously with 
the Arab Health Ministers 
Council

Held simultaneously with the Arab Health Ministers Council at 
the same venue and date, Medhealth is a great achievement each 
year. 
With participants from 22 different countries, the show has 
established itself firmly on the healthcare event calendar.

Organized for 15 consecutive years, It represents the ideal occasion 
for industry players from around the globe to profit from the 
promising demand in healthcare sector in the Middle East. 

Medhealth has proven to be the leading destination in the Arab 
world that gathers Arab ministers of health along with key decision 
makers and policy makers and allows them to network with 
some of the biggest buyers and users all grouped under one roof. 

MEDHEALTH





Health Insight is the Arab pharmaceutical and food supplements 
business development forum. 
Held for 4 consecutive years, the event offers a unique platform to 
network and meet with key opinion leaders in the pharmaceutical 
field from Lebanon and the Arab world both during the exhibition 
and the conference through interactive panel discussions, plenary 
lectures and lots of networking opportunities.
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